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SPECIFICATION

Range: SERIE 5A - ANTINCENDIO

Codes: 

Codes: 

393 394-GA, 393-SPN, 393-SPNGA, 393-I, 392-I, 472

Design: Caimi Lab

393, 394-GA

Dimension:

Description: black or silver grey epoxy-powder coated sheet-steel ashtray - waste paper
basket. These articles are fitted with a zinc-plated steel double bottom to protect the
high-tech polymer base and the flooring from any flames that may develop inside the
bin. Black shockproof high-tech polymer base, with a ribbed bottom to make it even
more sturdy. The bin has a hole at the front to insert waste and a removable ashtray,
made from natural aluminium with a removable ashtray cover in chrome-plated sheet-
steel.
Accessories: liner holder code 472

height 60 cm, Ø 25 cm

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Codes: 393-I

Dimension:

Description: ash-tray – waste paper basket made from satin finish stainless sheet-steel
fitted with a double zinc-plated steel bottom to protect the high-tech polymer base and
the flooring from any flames that may develop inside the bin. Black shockproof high-
tech polymer base, with a ribbed bottom to make it even more sturdy. The bin has a
hole at the front to insert waste edged with a black high-tech polymer protective strip. It
has a removable ashtray, made from natural aluminium with a removable ashtray cover
in chrome-plated sheet-steel. 
Accessories: liner holder code 472

altezza 60 cm, Ø 25 cm

Codes: 472

Description: black epoxy powder-coated steel bar liner holder to be inserted in the
bins of items codes 393, 394-GA, 393-SPN, 393-SPNGA,


